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pakistan 1st & toplist distance learning instiutue

skill development training programs 1 year 2 year 3 year regular /assignment based courses and experience 
based diplomas
Note international institute of technical training center also registered by government of Pakistan SECP 
security exchange commission of Pakistan if anyone wish to verification about our institute just go to Google 
and write there in Google.com SECP than click after show company name search window just write there 
international institute of technical training center.
IELTS duration 1 month fee 10000
(1) English language course advance level regular and assignment based duration 1 year fee with books and 
diploma 3000 per month.

(2) airline ticketing course advance level regular and assignment based duration 1 year fee with books and 
diploma 8000 per month.
(3) Montessori teacher training course advance level regular and assignment based duration 1 year fee with 
books and diploma 8000 per month.

(4) Short hand stenographer course advance level regular and assignment based duration 1 year fee with books 
and diploma 8000 per month.

http://www.diploma4job.com


(5) Hotel management course advance level regular and assignment based duration 1 year fee 8000 per month 
& 2 year fee with books and diploma 8000 per month.

(6) SEO search engine optimization course advance level regular and assignment based duration 1 year fee with 
books and diploma 8000 per month.

(7) textile designing course advance level regular and assignment based duration 1 year fee with books and 
diploma 8000 per month 2 year fee with books and diploma 8000 per month.

(8) safety management course advance level regular and assignment based duration 1 year fee with books and 
diploma 8000 per month 2 year fee with books and diploma 8000 per month.

(9) electrical eng/mechanical eng/civil/eng course advance level regular and assignment based duration 1 year 
fee with books and diploma 8000 per month 2 year fee with books and diploma 8000 per month.

(10) logistic supply chain management course advance level regular and assignment based duration 1 year fee 
with books and diploma 8000 per month 2 year fee with books and diploma 8000 per month.

(11) medical rap course advance level regular and assignment based duration 1 year fee with books and 
diploma 8000 per month 2 year fee with books and diploma 8000 per month.
Pakistan 1st top list SECP government of Pakistan registered technical institute offered job oriented 
assignment and regular based 1 year 2 year 3 year engineering level courses and experience based diplomas
Our aim is to identify, develop and arrange Vocational, Technical / Professional and IT Training Programs.
Training Programs are flexible, demand driven and cost effective with maximum participation from the 
Employers.
International institute also offers tailor-made courses, according to the customer’s needs. It conducts Training 
Needs Assessment Surveys and schedules its training programs accordingly.
Medical,nursing,lab technician,medical technician, ot technician, dispenser, civil, electrical, mechanical, 
electronics, computer, vocational, oil and gas, safety officer,banking,fashion and media,marketing,management,
International institute now offer free job alert services for all 1 year 2 year 3 year experienced base diplomas 
applied candidates
There is a major difference between a short course/diploma and a degree. Basically short courses or diplomas 
cover a specific study field and the institutes normally cover these courses and diplomas in shorter period of 
time as compared to the proper degrees.
There are large numbers of educational institutes in Pakistan which are offering short courses and diplomas for 
the students.
The selection of the short course and a diploma completely relies on the choice of student.
Normally the students prefer to get admissions in those short courses or diplomas which prove beneficial for 
them in their professional life. 
Some famous short courses offering by the educational institutes if Pakistan includes: computer networking, 
disaster management, information technology, hotel management, HRM, international relations, accounting 
and finance, telecommunications, web management and web designing, broadcasting, accounts management, 
web development and many others.
The admission criteria set by the educational institutes for all the courses is almost different from one another.



Students who wish to get admission in any short course offered by well-known educational institute are 
required to go through this guide. As here we have provided all the data relevant to the short courses and 
programs in Pakistan along with universities
international institute is the largest leading chain of skill based ‘hands-on-training ‘providers for a vast range 
of short IT, Technical. Electrical, mechanical, civil, electronics, & Vocational training, linguistics, Business and 
Management courses on line regular assignment based system, coupled with HR, IT and Management 
consultancy solution providers to the corporate clients in Pakistan and all over the globe.. Its educational 
heritage can be traced back since 2001 National institute has always led the market by introducing latest 
market driven IT, linguistics and Management Courses. It is considered to be the pioneer for introducing 
International Qualifications and electrical, mechanical civil, electronics, educational, theses diplomas will 
attested foreign office and all embassies our diplomas will provide help get a job any where more information 
contact us, NOTE, national institute special offer for our sweet clients,100 percent fee refund policy if student 
will not satisfied our teaching services, and if our student will not pass final course examine than national 
institute will offer free of cost prepare course again ,national institute offer after course finish 2 diplomas,1 
diploma will awarded from national institute 2nd diploma will awarded from government of Pakistan. 
international institute also offer experienced based 1,2 year diplomas in any field diplomas will accepted all 
over thy globe

Short courses are extremely useful not to mention essential when it comes to today's information era. Technical 
Data used in the field explained in short courses in Rawalpindi. Short Courses are instructional material that 
provide someone a full, educational, but succinct overview and intro for you to any brand new subject, 
requiring just a couple of moments each day to be able to absorb, and not needing any long-term dedication. 
This particular kind tends to be best suited to the time pressures of our day and age.
Throughout prior decades, the primary instructional difficulty had been obtaining brand new, engaging, 
appropriate, as well as useful info. Folks simply didn't possess sufficient useful publications about any subject, 
or perhaps no one had been engaged with presenting brand new individuals a subject they had been not aware 
of previously. In addition, the typical individual was extremely active simply seeking to be able to create their 
living not to mention makes it through a day, and so possessed no occasion for instruction or enhancing 
hobbies. Some more details ofshort courses in Rawalpindi are as under
However throughout our own life time, using Wikipedia, Search engines, as well as the web overall, our own 
difficulty is actually an excessive amount of information and facts. If I possess some curiosity about Asian 
History or expert cooking methods, for example, I personally may be prepared to devote a couple of hours to 
help my understanding on these subjects. However a couple of working hours isn't sufficient time to read an 
entire publication. However alternatively, merely reading through several web posts, or perhaps going through 
some sort of haphazard website link wander through Wikipedia doesn't provide me exactly what I actually am 
searching to get either, and it is definitely not very handy or well-packaged.
Exactly what any individual with this kind of a circumstance wants is not necessarily some sort of book, as well 
as not really a good post, but somewhere between: a short course. In the event that you possess a good 
assortment of interests and curiosities which are more substantial in comparison with any solitary post, yet not 
really sufficient to get a new large lengthy publication or college-level program, you probably are ready for a 
brand new method of information, properly suited for the World Wide Web era: short courses.
The greatest possess sections which are self-contained and also short enough to be able to effortlessly gone 
through and absorbed whenever you have got a couple of minutes to spend in the middle of the day. With time, 
a couple of minutes daily will add an extremely considerable quantity towards your comprehension of your 
interests, or even the growth and development of a brand new ability you've been thinking about. To get a clear 



picture of exactly what you can learn about with this kind of format and just how appropriately it could meet 
your needs, take a look at a service named "Short courses" are extremely useful not to mention essential when 
it comes to today's information era. Short Courses are instructional material that provide someone a full, 
educational, but succinct overview and intro for you to any brand new subject, requiring just a couple of 
moments each day to be able to absorb, and not needing any long-term dedication. Short Courses of this 
particular kind tend to be best suited to the time pressures of our day and age.
Check out a new service that provides a large and expanding number of short courses. International institute of 
technical training center Training for Skills and Knowledge is the best institute in Rawalpindi Islamabad for 
Pakistani Students who wants to join field after short courses in al over the globe.
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